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[1] Direct measurements of air‐sea heat, momentum, and mass (including CO2, DMS, and
water vapor) fluxes using the direct covariance method were made over the open ocean
from the NOAA R/V Ronald H. Brown during the Southern Ocean Gas Exchange
(SO GasEx) program. Observations of fluxes and the physical processes associated with
driving air‐sea exchange are key components of SO GasEx. This paper focuses on the
exchange of CO2 and the wind speed dependency of the transfer velocity, k, used to model
the CO2 flux between the atmosphere and ocean. A quadratic dependence of k on wind
speed based on dual tracer experiments is most frequently encountered in the literature.
However, in recent years, bubble‐mediated enhancement of k, which exhibits a cubic
relationship with wind speed, has emerged as a key issue for flux parameterization in
high‐wind regions. Therefore, a major question addressed in SO GasEx is whether the
transfer velocities obey a quadratic or cubic relationship with wind speed. After significant
correction to the flux estimates (primarily due to moisture contamination), the direct
covariance CO2 fluxes confirm a significant enhancement of the transfer velocity at high
winds compared with previous quadratic formulations. Regression analysis suggests
that a cubic relationship provides a more accurate parameterization over a wind speed
range of 0 to 18 m s−1. The Southern Ocean results are in good agreement with the
1998 GasEx experiment in the North Atlantic and a recent separate field program in the
North Sea.
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1. Introduction
[2] Air‐sea fluxes of heat, momentum, moisture, and trace
gases are critical components of the Earth’s climate system.
Carbon dioxide is the most prominent trace gas in this
respect. Other gases that are exchanged between the atmo-
sphere and the ocean, including methane, ozone, and dime-
thylsulfide (DMS) also contribute to the climate system and
have further implications in ecosystems, pollution, and cloud
dynamics. Direct measurements of air‐sea energy fluxes in
the last decades have led to substantial improvements in flux
parameterizations with applications in numerical models
and for estimating fluxes from measured bulk data.
Research programs in climate, weather, and air pollution
have prompted the need for global air‐sea flux estimates with
ever increasing demands for higher temporal and spatial
resolution [see Taylor, 2000]. Thus, the development of
methods for determination of ocean‐atmosphere fluxes from
satellites and implementation of these variables in regional
and global air chemistry models have become a major
research focus (see discussion by Broadgate [2004]). Sub-
stantial difficulties remain in parameterizing the gas/chemi-
cal transfer processes and in determining the relevant inputs
from satellite measurements.
[3] The kinetics of air‐sea gas exchange is not completely
understood, and this lack of knowledge impedes our ability
to accurately portray the local and regional flux of trace gases
between the atmosphere and ocean. Gas transfer is a non-
linear process with complex dependencies in both the ocean
and atmosphere. For gases with strong ocean molecular
sublayer resistance (such as CO2), the exchange is signifi-
cantly increased with higher wind speeds, wave breaking,
production of bubbles, and enhanced underwater turbulent
processes. Although air‐sea gas transfer is recognized to
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have a strong correlation with wind speed, other processes
also play a role. For example, at low winds, surfactants,
buoyancy, rain, microscale wave breaking, and biological
productivity may significantly affect gas transfer.
[4] The last decade has seen significant progress in
improving physical representations of gas transfer (see the
review by Wanninkhof et al. [2009]). This progress relies on
measurements of the air‐sea flux of the gas with both
indirect (tracer) and direct (direct covariance or eddy cor-
relation) techniques. Examples of recent gas transfer field
programs featuring direct covariance techniques from ships
at sea include GasEx98 and GasEx01 [McGillis et al.,
2001a; Hare et al., 2004] and North Atlantic cruises
[Miller et al., 2009, 2010; Prytherch et al., 2010b]; for CO2,
for DMS [Blomquist et al., 2006; Marandino et al., 2009;
Miller et al., 2009], and for ozone [Bariteau et al., 2010].
[5] While global fluxes are of primary interest, the flux
data obtained in isolated field programs are principally used
to characterize the local transfer through the gas transfer
velocity. The expression of the air‐sea flux, Fx, of a gas can
be written in terms of the solubility (ax) and air‐sea partial
pressure (fugacity, fx) difference as:
Fx ¼ k x fxw  fxað Þ ð1Þ
where the subscripts indicate “water” and “air” and k is the
gas transfer velocity. There are many hidden details within
this expression (e.g., see section 4). For CO2, the most
uncertain parameter in (1) is the transfer velocity. In the
past, simple wind speed–dependent models for k were pre-
sented, such as that of Liss and Merlivat [1986] and
Wanninkhof [1992], which were piecewise linear and qua-
dratic with wind speed, respectively. Accurate estimation of
the mean air‐sea flux of carbon dioxide over any region of
the ocean requires determination of the transfer velocity as
well as the air‐sea fugacity gradient on the time scale of the
forcing mechanisms. That is, it is not sufficient to determine
monthly averages of these quantities, due to the cross cor-
relation between them at smaller time scales. By directly
measuring the flux and the air‐sea fugacity gradient, one can
compute “observed” gas transfer velocities.
[6] Scientific knowledge gained by these field studies has
promoted the development of physically based representa-
tions of k. For example, Fairall et al. [2000] took a micro-
meteorological approach to develop the Coupled Ocean
Atmosphere Response Experiment Gas (COAREG) transfer
model. In essence, the model describes the turbulent and
molecular processes on both sides of the two‐fluid interface;
it incorporates the surface renewal concepts of Soloviev and
Schlüssel [1994] and the empirical bubble enhancement
model of Woolf [1997]. Furthermore, this parameterization
describes the flux on the scale (subhour) of the physical
processes which drive the gas transfer. The model has
recently been extended to DMS [Blomquist et al., 2006] and
gases such as ozone that are destroyed by chemical reactions
after deposition to the ocean surface [Fairall et al., 2007].
Soloviev [2007] has developed a similar model that also
includes surface wave effects.
[7] Reconciliation of the new data sets with advances in
theory discussed above highlights the necessity for more
observations of open ocean flux of CO2 and other gases in
conjunction with further investigation of the surface pro-
cesses which drive air‐sea gas transfer. The emergence of
bubble‐mediated transfer as a key issue in high‐wind
regions led to the identification of the Southern Ocean as a
top priority for a new study of gas transfer processes. Due to
differences in solubility effects at higher winds, the obser-
vation of the transfer of multiple gases permits the differ-
entiation between bubble, ocean turbulent, and atmospheric
turbulent components of the transfer. Thus, the 2008
Southern Ocean GasEx (SO GasEx) field program was born
[Ho et al., 2011a].
[8] One key component of SO GasEx was observations of
trace gas fluxes and the physical processes associated with
driving those fluxes. This work was done by the (informal)
direct covariance and surface processes group (DCSPG).
The group performed measurements of the flux of CO2,
DMS, ozone, momentum, moisture, and sensible heat plus
the bulk meteorological and chemical variables for the
computation of transfer coefficients. Surface properties such
as waves, wave breaking statistics, oceanic turbulence, and
bubbles were also made using heave corrected laser and
microwave altimeters, high‐resolution cameras, a drifting
buoy, and a Wave and Surface Current Monitoring System
(WaMoS) that used the ship’s radar.
[9] Direct covariance results have already been reported for
DMS [Blomquist et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2011] and ozone
[Bariteau et al., 2010; D. Helmig et al., Atmosphere‐ocean
ozone fluxes during the TexAQS 2006, STRATUS 2006,
GOMECC 2007, GasEx 2008, and AMMA 2008 cruises,
submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, 2011].
Improvements to the COAREG bulk flux algorithm for DMS,
CO2 and ozone based on SO GasEx and these studies are
described by Fairall et al. [2011]. Investigations of the
transfer coefficients using the dual tracer techniques are given
by Ho et al. [2011b]. This paper provides an analysis of the
CO2 flux and reports the wind speed dependence of the CO2
transfer coefficient. Following this introduction, a short
description of SO GasEx is given. Measurement details are
given in section 3 and the CO2 transfer coefficients are
presented in section 4. Further discussion of the transfer
velocity results is presented in section 5 and conclusions are
given in section 6.
2. Background on Southern Ocean GasEx
[10] GasEx is a U.S.‐led series of cruises to use process
studies to improve quantification of air‐sea CO2 fluxes and
the gas transfer velocity initiated in 1998. So far, three large‐
scale studies have been conducted, one in the North Atlantic
(GasEx‐98), one in the Equatorial Pacific (GasEx‐01), and
one in the Southern Ocean (SO GasEx). One of the main
goals of these efforts is to quantify transfer velocities on a
regional scale from remote sensing such that, combined with
regional DpCO2, global air‐sea CO2 fluxes can be deter-
mined. A systematic approach is followed to accomplish this
goal that involves the following steps: (1) make direct flux
measurements in the field to obtain short‐term local CO2
fluxes and gas transfer velocities, (2) reconcile direct CO2
flux measurement with integrated measurements of gas
transfer velocities using the 3He/SF6 dual tracer technique,
(3) understand the mechanisms controlling ocean mixed
layer pCO2 on short time and space scales, (4) elucidate the
forcing functions controlling gas transfer, and (5) relate
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forcing functions to parameters that can be detected by
remote sensing.
[11] SO GasEx was conceived to address observational
gaps remaining from the first two experiments: principally to
examine processes at higher wind speeds, to obtain data in a
previously unexplored region, and to take advantage of
technological advances to expand the information on forcing
of exchange processes. Some eleven research groups partic-
ipated with studies of direct tracers, direct covariance fluxes,
autonomous buoys, ocean mixing, nutrients, colored dis-
solved organic matter (CDOM), dissolved organics, optical
properties, optical scattering mechanisms, and phytoplank-
ton. An overall description of SO GasEx is provided by Ho
et al. [2011a].
[12] The cruise was conducted on the NOAA R/V Ronald
H. Brown, which departed southern Chile on 28 February
2008, spent 37 days at or near the primary observation area
at 51°S, 36°N, finally arriving in Uruguay on 9 April 2008.
The cruise track for the experiment is shown in Figure 1.
This location was chosen as a compromise between the need
for both high wind speeds and large DpCO2. Time series of
several pertinent meteorological and oceanic variables are
shown in Figure 2. Time series of the momentum (i.e.,
surface stress), sensible heat and latent heat fluxes computed
using the COARE 3.0 algorithm [Fairall et al., 2003] are
shown in Figure 3, along with directly measured down-
welling and parameterized upwelling radiative fluxes. The
measured transfer coefficients for momentum (i.e., the Drag
Coefficient) and latent heat were very similar to the nominal
ocean values used in the COARE algorithm [Fairall et al.,
2011]. The mean 10 m wind speed during the experiment
was 9.7 m s−1 the standard deviation was 3.2 m s−1. Winds
speeds reached a maximum of 20.7 m s−1 during the transit
back to Uruguay. The mean relative humidity was 87% and
the median was 90%. More than 25% of observations
exceeded 96% relative humidity which is on the edge of
reliable RH measurements from the sensors used. The mean
sea‐air temperature difference was essentially zero and pos-
itive and negative values were about equally probable with
75% of observations within 2.0 C of neutral. Cloud, rainy
conditions with high humidity were common. A total of
185 mm of rain was measured.
3. Measurement Details
[13] The most accurate (and unbiased) technique for
observation of the heat fluxes is the direct covariance
method. In the case of heat fluxes, the procedure requires
computation of the covariance of the fluctuations of wind
vertical velocity with the measured perturbations of tem-
perature (sensible heat), humidity (latent heat) or CO2.
However, on an oceangoing vessel, the measured wind speed
fluctuations are contaminated by the platform response to the
underlying waves, so it is necessary to accurately measure
the ship’s tilt angles and velocities at sampling frequencies
comparable to the velocity measurements [Edson et al.,
1998]. This motion information is used to remove the plat-
form velocities from the measured wind to arrive at the earth‐
referenced vertical velocity wind fluctuations.
[14] The fluxes and mean variables used in this analysis
were obtained from the University of Connecticut (UConn)
Direct Covariance Flux System (DCFS) [Edson et al., 1998,
2004] and the NOAA/ESRL/PSD system [Fairall et al.,
2003, 2006]. A separate system for DMS flux measure-
ments was also deployed [Blomquist et al., 2010], but those
observations are the focus of investigation reported by Yang
et al. [2011] and are not part of this analysis. Comprehensive
system descriptions are provided in previous publications,
so only details specific to this field program will be provided
here. Fast response velocity and temperature were obtained
from Gill R‐3 sonic anemometers, fast humidity from LI‐
6262 and LI‐7500 IR absorption hygrometers, fast heading
Figure 1. Cruise track for SO GasEx, which starts in Punta Arenas, Chile, and ends during the transect
to Uruguay. The color denotes the sea surface temperature values shown in the color bar.
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from a GPS compass and ship motion corrections from
Systron‐Donner MotionPak six‐variable (three‐axis linear
acceleration and three‐axis angular velocity) motion packa-
ges integrated with the sonic anemometer mounts. Table 1
lists the main instrument types.
[15] Sonic anemometers/thermometers with motion cor-
rection packages were mounted on the jackstaff for SO
GasEx as shown in Figure 4. The central sonic anemometer
was positioned 1.6 m forward of the main mast and the
anemometers were approximately 18 m above the ocean
surface. Flow distortion between instruments was minimized
by limiting the relative wind directions used in our analyses.
For example, the relative wind directions were limited to
−90° (from port to starboard in the coordinate system used in
this analysis) to 50° of bow‐on for the portside sonic used to
compute the CO2 fluxes for this investigation. An empirical
correction for flow distortion due to the ship’s superstructure
was applied to the sonic anemometers based on previous
flow distortion studies [Fairall et al., 2003; Dupuis et al.,
2003].
[16] Closed path nondispersive infrared (NDIR) gas ana-
lyzers such as the LI‐6262 require drawing a sample of air
through a tube into the detector cell of the instrument. Using
this strategy, some reduction in signal is expected for higher
Figure 2. Time series of wind speed adjusted to 10 m, significant wave height, air and sea temperature,
relative humidity, and rain rate for SO GasEx during March and April 2008. Yearday 65 is 5 March 2008,
and yearday 100 is 10 April 2008.
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spectral frequencies, but contamination problems are greatly
reduced. For the first two GasEx cruises, an innovative
approach was undertaken [McGillis et al., 2001a, 2001b],
where improved closed path carbon dioxide measurement
systemswere deployed, and frequent “zero” calibrations were
applied to account for platform effects. Accurate pumps, a
pressure reservoir and thermal controls were incorporated
into the sampling tube design, and the instrument was housed
in a climate controlled chamber.
[17] Unfortunately, the removal of the forward scaffold on
the R/V Ronald H. Brown led to much longer sampling
tubes. In SO GasEx, the closed path sensors were mounted
in a van on the O2 deck of the R/V Ronald H. Brown and air
was drawn through approximately 25 m tubes. Subsequent
analysis of these sensors revealed system noise that made
these measurements unsuitable for flux estimates. The noise
was very broadband in nature (i.e., it was not clearly iden-
tifiable with ship motion) and the cause remains unex-
plained after significant time and effort.
[18] Instead, SO GasEx relied on five LI‐7500 open path
NDIR analyzers mounted very close to the sonic anem-
ometers as shown in Figure 4. Three of the open path NDIR
analyzers were deployed near the portside sonic anemometer
used in this analysis. These sensors were flushed at least once
Figure 3. Flux time series of surface stress, sensible and latent heat flux, downwelling and upwelling
longwave (IR) radiative flux, and downwelling and upwelling shortwave (solar) radiative flux. The first,
second, and third panels are bulk fluxes computed using the COARE algorithm.
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a day with fresh water to keep the optics clean. The
remaining two open path units were mounted in protective,
ventilated shrouds to reduce loss of data associated with rain
and sea spray [Lauvset et al., 2011]. Air was pumped through
one NDIR detector at 570 l min−1 to sample atmospheric
CO2 and H2O fluctuations with an inlet attached near the
central sonic anemometer. The shroud for this instrument
was designed with a drain to allow flushing of the optics with
fresh water. The second NDIR detector was supplied with
atmospheric air at 200 ml min−1 that was first mixed in a
pressure accumulator (PVC pipe) to low‐pass filter real
atmospheric fluctuations. The CO2 and H2O signals from this
instrument were used as a “null” to quantify motion‐induced
cross talk in the measurements. This sensor was otherwise
sealed and no attempt was made to clean the optics during the
cruise. The cross talk will be slightly different due to dif-
ferences in the instruments and motion at their respective
locations. However, the null remains useful in attempts to
quantify motion contamination by, e.g., looking at cross‐
correlation coefficients between the instruments.
Table 1. Measurement Systems From the Ship Eddy Covariance Group in GasEx3
System Sensors Measurement Frequency Institution
Sonic anemometer, thermometer 3 three‐axis velocity components 20/s ESRL, UConn, UHawaii
Attitude measurement system 3 roll, pitch, and yaw rates; three‐axis accelerations 20/s ESRL, UConn, Hawaii
Open path IRGA (LI‐7500) 3 water vapor/CO2 20/s ESRL, UConn
Sleeved IRGA (LI‐7500) 2 water vapor/CO2 20/s ESRL, LDEO
Closed path IRGA (LI‐6262) 3 carbon dioxide 20/s LDEO
Fast O3 luminescence sensor 1 ozone 20/s INSTAAR
DMS spectrometer 1 DMS 20/s U. Hawaii
Pyranometer/pyrgeometer 1 each solar and IR radiance 1/min ESRL
Temperature, pressure, and humidity sensors 3 T, P, and RH 1/min ESRL/UConn
Rain gauge 1 rain rate 1/min ESRL
Sea snake surface temperature 1 sea surface temperature 1/min ESRL
SCS 1 sea and ship met data 1/s NOAA/Ronald H. Brown
Thermosalinigraph 1 sea temperature and salinity 1/s NOAA/Ronald H. Brown
Air and sea CO2 fugacity 1 fCO2 1/15 min NOAA/AOML
GPS and GPS compass 1 course, speed, and heading 1/s ESRL
IR laser ceilometer 1 cloud base height 1/min ESRL
WAMOS wave radar 1 directional wave spectra 1 scan/s LDEO
Microwave altimeter 1 wave height 10/s LDEO
IR laser altimeter 1 wave height 20/s ESRL/LDEO
High‐resolution camera 2 wave breaking 1/15 min LDEO/UConn
Figure 4. (left) Installation of the fast sensor instrumentation on jackstaff. The central sonic anemometer
was positioned 1.6 m forward of the main mast. (right) Close‐up of sonic anemometers, fast humidity sen-
sors, and mean T/RH sensors on the jackstaff of the NOAA ship Ronald H. Brown for SO GasEx. The PSD
sonic is in the center, and the DCFS sonics are port (left in the photograph) and starboard (right in the pho-
tograph). The sleeved fast sample LI‐7500 is the unit on the right with the large blue ventilation tube. The
three open path units are on the left. Each sonic is mounted to its own motion‐measuring system.
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[19] A miniworkshop was held in July 2008 to compare
instruments and motion corrections from the various systems.
One of the portside NDIR analyzers did not operate properly
and was not used in the analysis. The other two portside
sensors and the sleeved NDIRwere in good agreement during
the cruise. The NOAA/ESRL/PSD system and mean of the
two open paths and the sleeved ventilated LI‐7500 for fast
humidity are used in the investigation of COAREG given by
Fairall et al. [2011]. The results in section 4 use the portside
UConn DCFS and the two open path NDIR analyzers for fast
humidity and CO2. These two units were selected to minimize
the separation between the NDIRs and the sonic anemometer.
Additionally, these sensors were logged together on the
UConn data acquisition system. This synchronized the
NDIRs with the sonic anemometer and motion sensors as
required to compute the fluxes using the direct covariance
method as described by Edson et al. [1998] without the need
to lag the time series.
4. Air‐Sea Exchange of CO2
[20] Physical controls on CO2 transfer across the air‐sea
interface include vertical mixing driven by wind stress and
waves, modulation of the vertical exchange by stratification
and buoyancy, solubility effects driven by temperature and
salinity at the sea surface and bulk seawater, and the various
processes that drive ocean circulation. The general form of
the air‐sea CO2 flux given by (1) can be written:
FCO2 ¼ kCO2 c Pcw  Pcað Þ ð2Þ
where kCO2, Pc, and ac are the transfer velocity, partial
pressure and solubility of CO2, respectively. A main goal of
the SO GasEx program is to account for the dominant
physical controls on CO2 transfer through improved
parameterization of the transfer velocity. However, another
common approach to estimate surface air‐sea fluxes is the
so‐called bulk algorithm [Hare et al., 2004; Fairall et al.,
2011]. According to this approach, the turbulent flux of
CO2 is estimated from the mean wind speed and partial
pressure differences across the air‐sea interface through a
transfer coefficient:
FCO2 ¼ CCO2Sc Pcw  Pcað Þ ð3Þ
where CCO2 is the dimensionless transfer coefficient for CO2
(similar to the Dalton number for water vapor) and S is the
meanwind speed relative to the ocean surface. Comparison of
(2) and (3) implies that kCO2 = CCO2S. Therefore, the transfer
velocity is expected to vary at least linearly with wind speed
[Edson et al., 2008].
[21] A more exact form of the CO2 flux between the
atmosphere and ocean is given by
FCO2 ¼ kw Cw  Csð Þ ¼ ka Cs  Ca=Hð Þ
¼ kCO2 Cw  Ca=Hð Þ ð4Þ
where kw, ka, and kCO2 are the liquid phase, air phase, and
combined gas transfer velocities, respectively; Cw, Cs, and
Ca are the concentrations of CO2 in the bulk seawater, at the
oceanside interface, and in the air, respectively; and H is
Henry’s law constant [McGillis et al., 2001a]. CO2 is a
slightly soluble gas and is primarily liquid phase controlled
because of its low solubility [Liss and Slater, 1974;
Businger, 1997; McGillis et al., 2000]. As a result, ka 
kw ≈ kCO2 and a very small gradient exists in the airside
boundary layer such that
Cs ffi Ca=H ¼ c0Pca ð5Þ
where Pca is the partial pressure of CO2 and ac0 is the
solubility at the ocean surface [McGillis et al., 2004]. As
such, investigators have taken advantage of (5) and con-
centrated on the combined gas transfer velocity using the
relationship
FCO2 ¼ kw Cw  Csð Þ ffi kCO2 Cw  c0Pcað Þ
ffi kCO2 cwPcw  c0Pcað Þ ð6Þ
where acw and Pcw are the solubility and partial pressure of
CO2 in the bulk seawater. This expression reduces to (2)
when the solubilities at the air‐sea interface and in the
bulk seawater are approximately equal as in a well‐mixed
oceanic surface layer.
[22] It is worth noting that the airside transfer velocity ka
can be corrected for atmospheric stability because the airside





Cs  Ca=Hð Þ ð7aÞ






where cca is the airside exchange coefficient for CO2, u* is
the characteristic turbulent velocity scale known as the
friction velocity; N denotes the value for neutral atmospheric
stability, and yc represents a function that accounts for
atmospheric stability based on Monin‐Obukhov Similarity
Theory (MOST) [e.g., Edson and Fairall, 1998; Edson et al.,
2004]. This approach has been used to estimate the flux using
the gradient method for gases such as DMS by assuming that
the stability function for DMS is the same as that for water
vapor [Zemmelink et al., 2004; Hintsa et al., 2004]. How-
ever, it is extremely difficult over the ocean to implement
either the gradient or bulk methods using the airside transfer
velocity because CS ≅ Ca/H; that is, the gradient is difficult
to resolve, and the surface concentration is unknown.
[23] Instead, the transfer velocity of CO2 is more strongly
affected by oceanic stratification because the flux of CO2 is
primarily waterside controlled. For example, it was shown
by McGillis et al. [2004] that oceanic stratification modifies
the CO2 exchange in the tropics where there is large diurnal
variability in the upper ocean temperature structure. How-
ever, this effect is significantly smaller in the Southern
Ocean where the ocean is well mixed up to the surface [Ho
et al., 2011a]. This is particularly true for our measurements
at moderate to high winds. Therefore, the transfer velocities
from SO GasEx are expected to be close to their “neutral”
values and no attempt is made to correct for stability.
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4.1. Determination of Sea‐Air CO2 Flux
[24] The mixing ratio in dry air is the conservative vari-
able required to compute the direct covariance fluxes of
water vapor and CO2
FH2O ¼ aw′rv′ ð8Þ
FCO2 ¼ aw′rc′ ð9Þ
where w is the vertical velocity; rv and rc are the mixing
ratios for water vapor and CO2, respectively; and ra is the
density of dry air. The overbar denotes the mean of the
quantity beneath it and the primes denote fluctuations in a
variable about their respective means (e.g., w′ = w − w). The
mixing ratio represents the mass of the trace gas per mass of
dry air and can be related to their partial pressures; e.g., the





where mc and ma are the molecular weights of CO2 and dry
air, respectively; Pca and Pa are the partial pressures of CO2
and dry air, respectively [Fairall et al., 2000]. Note, the








[25] The open path LI‐7500 measures the mass con-
centrations in moist air rather than mixing ratio. Therefore,
the fast CO2 concentration signals obtained from these
instruments used in our study require a number of corrections
to obtain the CO2 flux. The so‐called dilution correction
[Webb et al., 1980] accounts for the nonconservative nature
of themass concentration variable [Fairall et al., 2000;Edson
et al., 2008]. The mass concentrations can be related to the















Xc ¼ RgTMP c ð12Þ
where mv is the molecular weight of water vapor; M is the
molecular weight of moist air; P is the (total) air pressure; Xv
and Xc are the mass concentrations (often given as mole
fraction) of water vapor and CO2 in moist air, respectively; Rg
= 8.314 Pam3mole−1 K−1 is the ideal gas constant; andcv and
cc are themass densities of water vapor andCO2, respectively
[Fairall et al., 2000].
[26] Some investigators attempt to estimate the mixing
ratio directly from NDIRs by drying the sample and bring-








dry is the mass of CO2 per mass of air that has been
dried and thermalized. Samples that have been dried (e.g.,
with a Nafion tube) would have to be corrected for tem-
perature fluctuations only [e.g., Miller et al., 2009, 2010].
The approach used here is to “dry” the samples numerically
by applying an additional dilution correction to estimate the
mixing ratio
rv ¼ q1 qð Þ ð14Þ











c 1þ mamv rv
 
ð15Þ
[27] The mass concentrations (or mole fractions) Xv and
Xc are typically output by closed path sensors such as the
LI‐6262 using internally measured pressure and temperature.
The mass densities cv and cc are the “raw” values that we
collect from the open path LI‐7500 used in this experiment.
[28] The temperature and humidity measurements of the
ambient air are computed using a combination of fast and
slow response sensors for the fluctuations and means,
respectively. Vaisala PTU200 sensors were used for the mean
pressure, temperature and humidity. The sonic thermometer
and LI‐7500 were used to provide the fast temperature and
humidity measurements. For example, the PTU200s were
used to compute the mean temperature and specific humidity.
The LI‐7500 and sonic temperature were then used to com-
pute the fluctuations about these means.
[29] Additionally, Miller et al. [2010] have shown that the
hydrostatic pressure fluctuations can add significant motion‐
induced signal to the CO2 time series, which can be removed
with a fast response pressure sensor. However, the PTU200
pressure sensor has a 2 s response time and is averaged over
1 s, so it is not optimal for this correction. Instead, the heave
calculated from the DCFS is used to compute the fluctuating
hydrostatic pressure from −rgDz, where Dz is the fluctua-
tion in heave. The fluctuating component was added to the
mean pressure to generate the time series used in this
analysis. This signal is in good agreement with the pressure
sensor after lagging the latter by approximately 3 s. How-
ever, the pressure computed by the heave has much better
resolution and does not suffer from dynamic pressure con-
tamination. These measurements are used with (14) and (15)
to provide time series estimates of the mixing ratios required
to compute the fluxes.
[30] In principle, fluxes of CO2 could be computed using
(9) by correlating time series estimates of mixing ratio from
(15) with motion corrected vertical velocity measurements.
Fairall et al. [2000] expanded (15) into its mean and fluc-










which shows the required correction to the flux due to the
water vapor and temperature fluxes. However, NDIRs are
subject to additional cross talk with water vapor associated
with pressure broadening and optical surface contamination.
4.1.2. Humidity Cross Talk and Pressure Broadening
[31] The internal LI‐7500 algorithm for CO2 is expected to
account for pressure broadening (LI‐7500 CO2/H2O Ana-
lyzer Instruction Manual, pp. 2–7, 8, LiCor Inc., Lincoln,
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NB). The combination of this correction with the dilution
correction described above appears sufficient for closed path
sensors such as the LI‐6262 using short sampling tubes after
correction for the motion induced noise [McGillis et al.,
2001a]. However, recent field studies with LI‐7500 open
path instruments have revealed inconsistent performance for
CO2 flux calculations [Kondo and Tsukamoto, 2007], and
unexpected water vapor cross talk due to optical surface
contamination appears to be the culprit [Kohsiek, 2000].
Similar results were seen in SO GasEx where the open path
LI‐7500 units had much higher water vapor cross talk than
was experienced with closed path units in the two previous
GasEx field programs.
[32] The shrouded LI‐7500 were developed and deployed
in an attempt to reduce the optical surface contamination.
Unfortunately, the open path and shrouded NDIR used to
compute the fluxes exhibited similar levels of water vapor
cross talk. The water vapor cross talk is much lower for the
shrouded “null” sensor, partly because water vapor fluctua-
tions that drive much of the cross talk (see below) are low‐
pass filtered by the mixing volume. Postcruise tests indicate
that a problem with the water vapor correction provided by
LiCor is not the sole cause of the cross talk observed in the
field. Specifically, laboratory tests show that the LiCor water
vapor correction is not exact, but the error is on the order of
15% of the dilution correction for the unit tested. That is
significantly smaller than the water vapor cross talk observed
in SO GasEx. Additionally, the optics of the open path and
shrouded NDIR were freshwater flushed daily so the accu-
mulation of salt from sea spray is an unlikely cause of the
contamination.
[33] Instead, it is believed that the optics were contami-
nated by small particles that includes soot emanating from
the diesel engines and organic deposits from small sea spray
particles that pass through the shroud intake. This is based on
observations from prior cruises where a sooty film was vis-
ible on the optics of sensors that were not regularly cleaned.
Although this needs to be evaluated more thoroughly, it is
hypothesized that the organic film builds up quickly between
flushings and/or are not completely removed during the
flushing process. This did not impact the null sensor because
the air source was passed through the mixing volume, and
then sucked down a very small tube with low flow. There-
fore, it is hypothesized that the null remains less contami-
nated because the small particles are much more efficiently
removed before reaching the sensor.
[34] As a result, all the NDIRs used to sample CO2 fluc-
tuations in the ambient air require correction to remove the
water vapor cross talk. Prytherch et al. [2010a] have devel-
oped a “dynamic” method to compute a cross talk correction
from the signals assuming that the correlation between water
vapor and airside CO2 should obeyMOST. This approach has
been dubbed the “PKT method” as it was first suggested by
Peter K. Taylor from the University of Southampton. In the
remainder of this section, amodification to the PKTmethod is
developed and applied to the SO GasEx data.
[35] Suppose there is some form of crosstalk of water
vapor with the LI‐7500 CO2 signal so that
rcm′ ¼ rc′ þ  rv′ ð17Þ
where rc′ is true fluctuation of CO2 mixing ratio, rcm′ is the
measured value from the LI‐7500 after dilution correction,
rv′ is the fluctuation in the water vapor mixing ratio and m
the crosstalk coefficient. Here, the mixing ratio is used for
convenience; similar results are obtained if the relative
humidity has also been used as per the PKT method. This
affects the flux directly by
w′rc′ ¼ w′rcm′  w′rv′ ð18Þ
[36] The crosstalk coefficient can be found by multiplying
both sides of (17) by rv′, taking the average, and solving for m
 ¼ rv′ rcm′  rv′ rc′
rv′ rv′
ð19Þ
The second term in the numerator of (19) is the real cross
correlation of water vapor and CO2 associated with surface
driven turbulent exchange. The spectral representation of
(18) is
Cwrc !ð Þ ¼ Cwrcm !ð Þ   !ð ÞCwrv !ð Þ ð20Þ
where the spectral correction coefficient is
 !ð Þ ¼ Crvrcm !ð Þ
Srvrv !ð Þ
 Crvrc !ð Þ
Srvrv !ð Þ
ð21Þ
where Cxy is the cospectrum of x and y, Sxx is the variance
spectrum of x, and w is the frequency.
[37] Implementation of the cross‐correlation method to
correct for humidity crosstalk via (18) or (20) requires an
estimate of the actual cross correlation of water vapor in (19)
or (21). Various means to estimate this term are provided in
Appendix A. However, the magnitude and spectral form of
the correction can be readily shown by simplifying (21) to
read





ffi GCrvrcm !ð Þ
Srvrv !ð Þ
ð22Þ
Good agreement is obtained between the fluxes computed
using the PKT approach and integration of (20) using G =
0.88. This value suggests that the actual cross correlation is
approximately 12% of the measured cross correlation.
[38] The PKT method is an iterative approach that reduces
the observed dependence of CO2 on the relative humidity
until the expected dependence is reached. The expected
dependence is determined from the CO2 and moisture fluxes
calculated from the time series [Prytherch et al., 2010a].
Therefore, although integration of the cospectrum computed
from the adjusted time series will provide the same value of
the flux, it cannot be expected to give the correct cospectral
shape. In fact, it appears to overcorrect the low‐frequency
components while under correcting the higher‐frequency
components if similarity between the moisture and CO2
cospectra is assumed.
[39] Therefore, a principle advantage of the approach
presented here is that is allows an examination of the
spectral response over a wider range of frequencies to var-
ious sources of noise. An example of the cospectral terms in
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(20) is shown in Figure 5, where the cospectra are averaged
over wind speeds between 10 and 10.5 m s−1 and m has been
determined from (22) using G = 0.88. The cross talk is a
significant fraction of the measured Cwrcm ( f ) cospectra over
all frequencies. The corrected flux is approximately an order
of magnitude smaller than the measured flux, which is in
agreement with the result reported by Prytherch et al.
[2010a].
[40] The spectral approach also allows the identification
of motion‐induced noise in our flux estimates. This can be
easily seen through comparison of Figures 5 and 6. The
heave‐induced pressure perturbations are used in (15) to
compute the cospectra shown in Figure 5, while only the
mean pressure has been used in Figure 6. The removal of the
hydrostatically induced pressure changes significantly alters
the behavior of the cospectra at wave frequencies. There-
fore, it appears that a significant fraction of this motion‐
induced noise is simply due to hydrostatic perturbations in
pressure as suggested by Miller et al. [2010].
[41] Some noise remains due to mechanical responses to
ship motion that impacts both CO2 and H2O measurements.
For example, McGillis et al. [2001a] hypothesized that
motion‐induced noise is driven by gyroscopic effects on the
chopper wheel used in the LI‐6262 and LI‐7500, while
Miller et al. [2010] suggested that any remaining motion‐
induced noise is due to flexing of the source filament.
However, it appears that the spectral approach removes most
of the remaining noise in our flux estimates. This is because
the motion‐induced noise is highly correlated between the
CO2 and H2O signals from the same instrument. In fact, this
would include most of the signal associated with heave‐
induced hydrostatic fluctuations as shown in Figure 6.
Therefore, the cross‐talk method would be effective at
reducing the noise even if the mean pressure is used in the
dilution correction. However, it is clearly more satisfactory
to include the pressure perturbations in the dilution correc-
tion prior to computation of the cospectra. The cross‐talk
method is then used to remove the humidity cross talk and
the remaining motion‐induced noise as in Figure 5.
[42] This analysis shows that the motion induced noise in
the measured CO2 signal tends to be positively correlated
with the vertical velocity, which reduces the magnitude of
the downward flux between 0.06 and 0.3 Hz. The thick
black line in Figure 5 represents a third‐order fit to the data
on either side of this range. The cospectra are integrated
under this curve to further reduce some of the uncertainty in
the spectrally computed fluxes. Therefore, the cospectra are
corrected using G = 0.88 with the procedure outlined above
to compute the fluxes used in section 4.3. It should be noted
that both the constant G and PKT corrected fluxes give very
Figure 5. The cospectral terms given in (20) after correction for the heave‐induced hydrostatic pressure
fluctuations in (15). The red line is the vertical velocity–CO2 cospectrum averaged over wind speed
between 10 and 10.5 m s−1. The blue line is the CO2‐H2O cospectrum multiplied by the correlation
coefficient given by (22). The thin black line is their difference and represents the cospectrum corrected for
humidity cross talk and remaining motion contamination. The thick black line represents a third‐order fit to
the data on either side of 0.06 and 0.3 Hz, which reduces the uncertainty due to the remaining contami-
nation of the sensor. The green line represents the cospectral check criterion described in section 4.3.
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similar result since the coefficient in (22) is tuned to agree
with the PKT values on average. However, the spectrally
corrected fluxes are used in the following analysis because
they give slightly smaller standard error in the averaged
transfer velocities than PKT. It is hypothesized that the
smaller error is mainly due to more effective removal of the
remaining motion‐induced noise with the spectral correc-
tion. An alternative to the constant G approach that relies on
MOST is described in Appendix A.
4.2. Determination of Sea‐Air CO2 Concentration
Differences
[43] The concentration of carbon dioxide in the near sur-
face ocean water is determined by measuring the concen-
tration of CO2 in gas that is in contact with the water using
an equilibrator. Surface water was pumped from a bow inlet
at nominally 5 m depth to an equilibrator located in one of
the aft laboratories. The equilibrator has a spray nozzle in
the headspace and a pool of seawater this is continuously
overflowing through an air trap drain. The principle of
operation of the headspace spray equilibrator is that ofWeiss
[1970]. As the water flows through the equilibrator, the
partial pressure, Pc, or fugacity, fc, in the headspace equi-
librates with the water. The difference between the fugacity
in the headspace and in the water is determined by a known
relationship between fugacity and mass concentration (mole
fraction) that depends on temperature, salinity, and pressure.
For example, the fugacity of the seawater is determined
from the mole fraction using the empirical relationship
derived by Takahashi et al. [1993]:




exp bB CO2; Twð Þb
þ 2 CO2; Twð ÞcPeq=R Twc ð23Þ
where Tw is the inlet temperature; Peq and Teq are the
pressure and temperature in the equilibrator, respectively;
and Pv is the partial pressure of water vapor. The parameters
R, B(CO2, Tw) and d(CO2, Tw) are the virial coefficients for
CO2 [Weiss, 1974]. In practice, the inlet temperature is also
adjusted to the skin temperature using a bulk formula [e.g.,
Fairall et al., 1996a] before inclusion in (23) to account for
the thermal gradients in the gas diffusive microlayer
[McGillis and Wanninkhof, 2006].
[44] The mass concentrations of CO2 in the atmosphere
and the water from the equilibrator are computed from their
respective mixing ratios. The mixing ratios of dried equili-
brated air are calculated by fitting a second‐order polyno-
mial through the hourly averaged response of the detector
versus mixing ratios of the standards. The mixing ratios are
converted to mole fraction using Xc
Dry = rcma/mc and the
value of Xca in the equilibrator headspace and Xcw used in
(23) are calculated by assuming 100% water vapor content.
Conversion between fugacity and partial pressure can be
Figure 6. The cospectral terms given in (20) after inclusion for the mean pressure only in (15). The red
line and blue lines are as in Figure 5. The thin black line is their difference and represents the cospectrum
corrected for humidity cross talk and motion contamination, which includes the hydrostatic pressure
perturbations. The thick black line represents a third‐order fit to the data on either side of 0.06 and 0.3 Hz,
which reduces the uncertainty due to the remaining contamination of the sensor.
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carried out using a set of standard procedures [U.S.
Department of Energy, 1994; Dickson et al., 2007]. The
time series of DPc (or DpCO2) measured during SO GasEx
are shown in Figure 7 (courtesy of Rik Wanninkhof, NOAA
AOML).
4.3. Wind Speed–Dependent Transfer Velocity
[45] The transfer velocity for CO2 is computed from our








where measurement of acwDPc is described in 4.0 and 4.2,
and the flux is computed from the procedure described in







where ScCO2 is the CO2 Schmidt number under ambient
conditions. The multiplier increases the measured values of
the transfer velocity kCO2 in calculating K660 because the
diffusivity for CO2 in the cold water of the Southern Ocean
is low, making the Schmidt number is larger than 660.
[46] As explained above, due to the nature of CO2 as a
waterside controlled gas, no attempt is made to correct the
transfer velocity for stability. However, the wind speeds
used in the analysis are adjusted to a reference height of
10 m and neutral conditions using MOST. Correction of the
wind speed to neutral conditions attempts to account for the
effect of stability on atmospheric forcing that drives waves
and subsurface turbulence, which then controls the waterside
exchange of CO2. Therefore, the measured transfer velocities
are plotted versus the neutral value of the wind speed
adjusted to 10 m, U10N, to account for atmospheric stability
[e.g., Fairall et al., 2003].
[47] Figure 8 (top) shows the fluxes computed from
15 min time series. The data shown in this plot has passed the
following criteria: (1)DPc =DpCO2 < −40 matm, (2) −90° <
relative wind < 50°, (3) LiCor AGC < 84%, (4) RH < 95%,
(5) bulk estimate of the latent heat flux >25 Wm−2, and (6)
absolute value of individual cospectral estimates ∣Cwrc ( f )∣ <
10 mg m−2.
[48] The first criterion is required to provide sufficient
CO2 signal‐to‐noise for direct covariance measurements
[Ho et al., 2011a]. The second criterion provides good
exposure for the sonic anemometer/LI‐7500 pair positioned
on the port side of the jackstaff above the bow. The next three
criteria act to remove data that are overly contaminated by
dirty or wet optics. The AGC (automatic gain control) is a
diagnostic parameter output by the LI‐7500 indicating the
cleanliness of the optics. The AGC for the cleanest optics are
50%–60% and go to 98% in rain and fog. The combination
of the RH and latent heat flux criteria significantly reduces
the scatter due to fog and condensation on the optics; that is,
high RH and small (sometimes negative) bulk estimates of
the latent heat flux are nearly always accompanied by fog.
Figure 7. Time series of the atmosphere‐ocean partial pressure difference measured during SO GasEx.
The dotted line represents the upper limit of the negative values used in our analysis. The data are cour-
tesy of Rik Wanninkhof, NOAA AOML.
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The last criterion is graphically shown by the green line in
Figure 5 and effectively removes spectra that are poorly
behaved at low frequencies. Most of contaminated data are
removed by the first 5 criteria and this last criterion removes
the few remaining outliers.
[49] Figure 8 (bottom) shows the bin‐averaged results
computed where the averages and standard errors are
computed from the data in 1 m s−1 bins. Also shown are
the quadratic wind speed parameterization reported by
Wanninkhof [1992] and Ho et al. [2006], and the cubic
Figure 8. Measured values of the transfer velocity from the SO GasEx program. (top) Individual data
points and (bottom) bin‐averaged values. The averages are computed from 1 m s−1 wind speed bins.
The magenta diamonds are the transfer velocities computed from the dual tracer technique reported by
Ho et al. [2011b] after adjustment to a Schmidt number of 660. The error bars represent the standard
error about the mean. The solid red and green lines represent quadratic and cubic fits, respectively, to the
individual data (Figure 8, top) and bin‐averaged data (Figure 8, bottom). The dashed red line represents the
relationship given byWanninkhof [1992],K660 = 0.31U10N
2 ; the dash‐dotted red line is fromHo et al. [2006],
K660 = 0.254U10N
2 ; the dashed green line is from Prytherch et al. [2010b], K660 = 0.034U10N
3 + 5.3; and the
dash-dotted green line is the cubic relationship from McGillis et al. [2001a], K660 = 0.026U10N
3 + 3.3.
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relationship reported by McGillis et al. [2001a] and
Prytherch et al. [2010b]. It should be noted that these par-
ticular quadratic relationships go to zero at light winds,
while the cubic relationships allow for a small positive offset
as the mean wind speed goes to zero. One possible mecha-
nism for the nonzero transfer velocity is variability in the
wind associated with gustiness that continues to drive heat,
mass and momentum exchange as the average wind vector
goes to zero [Fairall et al., 1996b; McGillis et al., 2004]. A
similar explanation for nonzero transfer velocities based on
waterside convection is given byMacIntyre et al. [2001] and
Rutgersson et al. [2011]. Yet another factor that could lead
to a nonzero intercept is the chemical enhancement of CO2
as described by Wanninkhof and Knox [1996].
[50] A quadratic dependence of the transfer velocity on
wind speed based primarily on dual tracer experiments is
most frequently encountered in the literature. However, in
recent years, bubble‐mediated enhancement of the transfer
velocity, which approximately exhibits a cubic relationship
with wind speed, has emerged as a key issue for flux
parameterization in high‐wind regions [e.g., Woolf, 1997;
Wanninkhof and McGillis, 1999]. Therefore, a major ques-
tion to be addressed in SO GasEx is whether the transfer
velocities obey a quadratic or cubic relationship with wind
speed. Unfortunately, it is difficult to unambiguously resolve
this question due to the uncertainty in our transfer velocity
estimates, particularly at wind speed greater than 12 m s−1.
This uncertainty is largely driven by the low signal‐to‐
noise ratios in individual flux estimates resulting from the
humidity cross talk described in section 4.1.2. However,
results from the GasEx experiments conducted in the North
Atlantic in 1998 [McGillis et al., 2001a] and the equatorial
Pacific [McGillis et al., 2004] can be combined with the SO
GasEx data to reduce some of the uncertainty. The transfer
velocities taken during the previous GasEx experiments,
which relied on closed path systems with short sampling
tubes, have significantly less scatter than SO GasEx in
Figure 9.
[51] The nature of the wind speed dependence is investi-
gated using the individual data and several approaches to bin
average the data. For example, all of the individual data from
GasEx 98 (1449 data point), GasEx 01 (649 data points) and
SO GasEx (414 data points) are combined before bin aver-
aging to generate the data shown in Figure 10. The top plot
uses equally spaced 1 m s−1 wind speed bins to average the
transfer velocities. As such, the number of points within each
bin is expected to vary. The bottom plot divides the data into
16 bins with an equally distributed number of observations
in each bin. This procedure is repeated by first producing
equally spaced and equally distributed bin‐averaged esti-
mates for each field experiment (e.g., the equally space data
shown in Figure 9) and then combining all of the data to
produce equally spaced and equally distributed bin‐averaged
estimates for analysis (Figure 10). The bin‐averaged transfer
velocities are then fit to the average of the wind speed
ðU10N ), the average of the wind speed squared (U210N ), or the
average of the wind speed cubed (U 310N ) in each bin. The
quadratic and cubic fits to the data are shown by the red and
green lines, respectively, in Figures 8–10 for six of the eight
fits summarized in Table 2.
[52] Although the linear fit has a reasonably high R2
value, it performs worse than either quadratic or cubic
model. Similar “goodness of fit” based on the R2 values are
found between two quadratic and cubic formulations.
However, the coefficient for the cubic parameterization has
less uncertainty than the quadratic (i.e., the standard devia-
tion divided by the mean is 1.8% versus 7.4%), and has a
higher average R2 values than quadratic. The y intercept of
the quadratic relationship also has the undesirable charac-
teristic of being negative. This gives unrealistic values of the
transfer velocity that go below zero at low wind speeds.
[53] The data below 10 m s−1 fit either the quadratic or
cubic parameterizations equally well. However, inclusion of
the data for wind speeds above 12 m s−1 indicate that the
cubic relationships from either McGillis et al. [2001a] or
Prytherch et al. [2010b] are a better fit. The good agreement
with McGillis et al. [2001a] is not surprising since that
formulation is based on the GasEx98 data set. Comparison
of the bin averages in Figures 9 (bottom) and 10 (top) show
that the coefficients for the equally spaced wind speed bins
is largely driven by the high‐wind SO GasEx data. How-
ever, it is reassuring that the equally spaced and equally
distributed data (which are more equally distributed between
the GasEx 98 and SO GasEx data at moderate to high
winds) give very similar coefficients. Therefore, the average
of the coefficients denoted by * provide a cubic relationship
given by





where the Schmidt number correction required to compute
the fluxes under ambient conditions is included. Equation (26)
is in good agreement with the relationship given by Prytherch
et al. [2010b], which is based on a completely different data
set taken aboard the weathership Polarfront in the North Sea.
The good agreement between the GasEx 98, Prytherch et al.
[2010b] and SO GasEx studies indicates that high‐latitude
transfer velocities in the North Atlantic agree with those from
the Southern Ocean.
5. Discussion
[54] As stated above, the previous quadratic relationships
fit both the direct covariance and dual tracer data reasonable
well for wind speeds less than 10 m s−1 (e.g., see the dis-
cussion by Ho et al. [2011b]). The same finding holds for
SO GasEx where the dual tracer estimates below 10 m s−1 fall
within the standard error of the SO GasEx data (Figure 8).
Historically, this is where most of the dual tracer estimates
lie due to the integration time required to estimate the
transfer velocity combined with difficulty in finding suitable
regions with sustained high winds for extended periods.
However, the direct covariance measurements from the
GasEx programs argue for a larger value coefficient of the
transfer velocities at high wind speeds compared to other
commonly used parameterizations such as Wanninkhof
[1992], Nightingale et al. [2000], and Ho et al. [2006], of
which the latter two are primarily based on dual tracer
estimates. Since the measured drag coefficients were similar
to the nominal ocean values used in COARE [Fairall et al.,
2011], the enhanced CO2 transfer at high winds is not
caused by unusually large drag coefficients or u* values.
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[55] It can be argued that the difference between these
estimates is due to processes that govern air‐sea exchange
differently for individual gases at high winds. For example,
it has been hypothesized that waterside diffusion and tur-
bulence are largely responsible for turbulence exchange at
lower wind speeds [e.g., Woolf, 1997], while bubble medi-
ated transfer becomes increasing important at high winds.
Therefore, differences between the exchange of CO2 and the
gases used in the dual‐tracer method (i.e., 3He/SF6) at high
winds due to bubble mediated exchange are a possible cause
for the differences. Observations are showing evidence for
this with other gases. For example, there is increasing evi-
dence that the transfer velocity for DMS at high wind speeds
is less that of CO2 [Blomquist et al., 2010; Yang et al.,
2011]. It has been suggested that this is due to differences
in their relative solubilities as the void fraction in the near
surface ocean increases due to breaking waves [e.g., Vlahos
and Monahan, 2009].
[56] The COAREG [see Fairall et al., 2000, 2011] algo-
rithm attempts to parameterize these processes in the
transfer velocity using two components: one that accounts
for exchange due to diffusion and turbulence and another
that accounts for bubble‐mediated exchange. The black line
in Figure 10 represents the COAREG algorithm for CO2,
Figure 9. Measured values of the transfer velocity from the GasEx 98, GasEx 01, and SO GasEx field
programs. The data are as presented in Figure 8. The quadratic and cubic fits are (top) to all of the
individual data and (bottom) to all of the bin‐averaged values from the three field programs.
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which has been tuned to fit equation (26) using a turbulent/
molecular coefficient A = 1.5 and bubble‐mediated coeffi-
cient B = 2.6. The fluxes from the tuned COAREG algo-
rithm can be averaged over the same time intervals used to
compute the transfer velocities from the dual tracer esti-
mates. These fluxes can be divided by the average DPc to
compute the average transfer velocity over these periods.
The continuous nature of the COAREG fluxes allows for a
more direct comparison with dual tracer estimates that
includes the naturally occurring variability.
[57] The results from this comparison are summarized in
Table 3, where the transfer velocity that accounts for
Figure 10. Bin‐averaged data computed after combination of all transfer velocity measurements col-
lected during the GASEX 98, GASEX 01, and SO GasEx field programs in a single data file.
(top) The bin averages for equally spaced wind speed bins. (bottom) The bin averages for an equally dis-
tributed number of points within 16 bins. The red and green lines represent quadratic and cubic fits to the
bin‐averaged data. The black line represents the COAREG algorithm for CO2, which has been tuned to fit
the equally distributed averages with turbulent/molecular coefficient A = 1.5 and bubble‐mediated coef-
ficient B = 2.6. The parameterizations are as given in Figures 8 and 9. The dual tracer measurements and
the transfer velocity estimate based on the global excess 14C data as reported by Naegler et al. [2006] are
also shown.
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molecular diffusion and turbulence in COAREG is given
along with total transfer velocity (i.e., the sum of this
component and the bubble mediated exchange). The com-
parison shows similar results between the transfer velocities
derived by the dual tracer and total COAREG algorithm for
wind speeds below 10 m s−1. This is to be expected as the
COAREG algorithm was tuned to the direct covariance
results, which are also in good agreement at these wind
speeds. However, it is more informative to compare the 2
components of the COAREG algorithm with the dual tracer
results. The dual tracer estimates are approximately twice
the molecular/turbulent component in all 3 cases. If the
physical processes parameterized in COAREG are correct,
this suggests that the gases used in the dual tracer approach
are enhanced by bubble mediated exchange.
[58] The transfer velocity estimates obtained by the dual‐
tracer technique during the 4 day period of highest wind
speeds, however, are lower than the COAREG estimate
by roughly a factor of 2. It is also lower than the direct
covariance based transfer velocities shown in Figure 10 that
are used to tune the COAREG algorithm. As such, it can be
argued that bubble‐mediated exchange impacts the exchange
of 3He/SF6 differently than CO2 at high winds. However,
it should also be pointed out that the coefficients that pro-
vide the best fit for CO2 decrease the agreement between
COAREG and the transfer velocity for DMS based on direct
covariance measurements (see Fairall et al. [2011], who
assign a turbulent/molecular coefficient of A = 1.6 and
bubble‐mediated coefficient of B = 1.8). Therefore, a basic
understanding of the processes that govern bubble‐mediated
exchange for different gases is far from complete.
[59] While the direct covariance approach is expected to
give the most direct estimate of the flux, it is clear that
individual estimates have significant uncertainty due to all of
the issues described above. Averaging reduces the scatter but
cannot be expected to remove systematic errors. However,
the good agreement between the bin averages from GasEx98
results (based on the closed path sensor) and the SO GasEx








Mean Range SD COAREG Mole/Turb COAREG Total Dual Tracer
70.20–74.09 8.9 3.9–14.3 1.7 1.04 12.5 27.5 23.7
82.12–86.56 11.2 3.1–16.4 2.8 1.06 14.8 49.9 27.1
86.56–96.03 8.2 1.5–14.6 2.8 1.11 10.9 24.5 18.0
Table 2. The Coefficients Obtained From Least Square Fits to the Dataa
K660 = mU
N + b K660 = mU
N
m b R2 m R2
Linear: N = 1
IP SOG 10.377 −57.8 0.100 5.474 0.078
ES SOG 10.884 −49.9 0.789 6.965 0.687
ED SOG 10.385 −58.1 0.725 5.459 0.562
ES IFC* 8.944 −34.0 0.767 5.925 0.679
ED IFC* 8.663 −40.6 0.811 4.307 0.606
IP Combo 7.866 −34.9 0.234 3.845 0.173
ES Combo* 9.861 −40.0 0.782 6.922 0.713
ED Combo* 7.602 −32.9 0.915 3.786 0.684
Average 8.77 ± 0.93 −36.1 ± 3.5 0.819 5.17 ± 1.47 0.641
Quadratic: N = 2
IP SOG 0.489 −7.43 0.112 0.444 0.111
ES SOG 0.536 −7.38 0.872 0.501 0.869
ED SOG 0.489 −7.45 0.805 0.443 0.798
ES IFC* 0.497 −5.17 0.875 0.469 0.872
ED IFC* 0.479 −6.90 0.894 0.423 0.882
IP Combo 0.468 −6.23 0.263 0.410 0.259
ES Combo* 0.537 −7.52 0.898 0.502 0.894
ED Combo* 0.451 −5.13 0.988 0.401 0.976
Average 0.491 ± 0.036 −6.18 ± 1.22 0.914 0.449 ± 0.045 0.904
Cubic: N = 3
IP SOG 0.027 11.57 0.118 0.032 0.115
ES SOG 0.029 8.68 0.893 0.032 0.888
ED SOG 0.027 11.28 0.850 0.032 0.828
ES IFC* 0.029 6.31 0.899 0.031 0.895
ED IFC* 0.030 5.16 0.917 0.033 0.910
IP Combo 0.030 4.67 0.268 0.033 0.266
ES Combo* 0.030 5.48 0.918 0.032 0.916
ED Combo* 0.029 4.78 0.990 0.033 0.980
Average 0.029 ± 0.001 5.42 ± 0.65 0.931 0.032 ± 0.001 0.925
aIP SOG, individual points from the SO GasEx data (Figure 7, top); ES SOG, equally spaced wind speed bins using SO
GasEx data (Figure 7, bottom); ED SOG, equally distributed bins using SO GasEx data (not shown); ES IFC, equally spaced
wind speed bins for the individual field campaigns (Figure 8, bottom); ED IFC, equally distributed bins for the individual
field campaigns (not shown); IP Combo, individual points from the combined data (Figure 8, top); ES Combo, equally
spaced wind speed bins using the combined data (Figure 9, top); ED Combo, equally distributed bins using the combined
data (Figure 9, bottom). The averages are derived from the coefficients denoted by asterisks.
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results (based on the open path) shown in Figure 9 is
encouraging. These findings are also supported by the
good agreement between this study and that by Prytherch
et al. [2010b]. Therefore, these results argue for significant
enhancement of CO2 at high winds.
[60] It is worth ending this discussion with a brief overview
of lessons learned from the three GasEx experiments in our
attempts to directlymeasure the CO2 fluxes. The setup used in
GasEx98 produced transfer velocities with the greatest cer-
tainty. The main attribute of this setup was a frequently cal-
ibrated closed path NDIR with a short sampling tube and
constant flow rate, a flow reservoir to reduce pressure fluc-
tuations, an inline heat exchanger to reduce the Webb cor-
rection required for temperature fluctuations, and frequently
replaced Gelman filters to remove particles. Therefore, an
obvious choice for a future gas exchange experiment would
be a similar setup with a closed path NDIRs that can be placed
near the sonic anemometer. This may become easier with
commercially available equivalents of our shrouded system.
However, laboratory and field tests are required to determine
whether these systems are better able to reduce the humidity
cross talk. It is also worth considering recently developed
sensors that rely on cavity ringdown spectroscopy, which
appear to be less sensitive to moisture contamination (see
Appendix A). Additionally, systems that physically dry the
air before it is sampled by the NDIRs may be advantageous
even if they require longer sampling tubes.
[61] This experiment also supports the findings of Miller
et al. [2010] that a significant portion of the motion
induced signal comes hydrostatic pressure fluctuations
driven by heave. Based on this analysis, the pressure fluc-
tuations estimated from the DCFS heave estimates are able to
remove most of this signal in our open path sensors. How-
ever, an accurate fast response pressure sensor would be a
good addition to any system. This would also provide
another means to estimate heave, which can be used as a
check on the DCFS estimates of heave and platform velocity.
Additionally, accurate inline pressure sensors are necessary
for closed path systems to directly remove this signal.
[62] Finally, the success of the GasEx programs stems in
large part from the interdisciplinary team of scientist that
brought a number of difference approaches to the table.
However, the optimal sampling strategy for each approach is
sometime at odds with each other. For example, the dual‐
tracer method requires flexibility in the ship track to opti-
mize sampling of the tracer patch. This results in frequent
course changes and often poor relative wind directions. The
direct covariance method works best when the ship is
pointing into the wind on station or cruising slowly into the
wind. This gives the best exposure for the sensors above the
bow of the ship, reduces the required motion correction, and
reduces the soot contamination from the ship’s exhaust. On
a typical GasEx cruise, these conditions were met roughly
half the time. Therefore, it would be advantageous to the
direct covariance teams to conduct an experiment where the
ship operations are under their control.
6. Conclusion
[63] Quadratic and cubic wind speed–dependent fits to the
CO2 transfer velocity both give high goodness of fit values
with the data after bin averaging. As such, the functionality
of the wind speed dependence cannot be unequivocally
determined from SO GasEx results. However, the statistics
of the various fits favor a cubic over quadratic fit based on
the data collected using the direct covariance technique from
the three GasEx experiments. As expected, the cubic fit is in
good agreement with the study by McGillis et al. [2001a],
which was based on the GasEx 98 data. However, it is also in
good agreement with a recently conducted investigation
reported by Prytherch et al. [2010b]. The coefficient required
to provide the high goodness of fit with the quadratic rela-
tionship is also significantly higher than those commonly
reported in the literature. To a large extent, this is due to
disagreement between the transfer velocities found from the
dual tracer approach and those computed using the direct
covariance method. The disagreement could be due to either
physical processes (e.g., bubble mediated exchange) that may
drive real differences between the transfer of CO2 and the
gases used in the dual tracer technique, or due to as yet to be
resolved errors in either method. In the case of the direct
covariance technique, the majority of the motion induced
signal appears arises from hydrostatic pressure perturbations
driven by vertical displacement (i.e., heave). However, the
exact cause of the humidity cross talk in the open‐based
NDIRs remains unknown. Nonetheless, the good agreement
between the bin‐averaged results using significantly different
techniques in GasEx 98 and SO GasEx, and between these
results and the investigation by Prytherch et al. [2010b]
verifies that the exchange of CO2 is significantly enhanced
by bubble mediated exchange at high winds.
Appendix A: Water Vapor Contamination of LiCor
CO2 Signal
[64] Implementation of our cross‐correlation method to
correct for humidity cross talk requires an estimate of the
actual cross correlation of humidity and CO2 associated with
surface driven turbulent exchange, which is the second term
in the numerator of (19). The flux and the crosstalk coeffi-
cient are first rewritten in terms of the specific humidity and
let c = rc for notational convenience
w′c′ ¼ w′cm′  w′q′ ðA1Þ
 ¼ q′cm′  q′c′
	2q
ðA2Þ
where the actual cross correlation is now given by q′c′.
MOST is used to estimate the flux terms




















 ¼ f	 z=Lð Þ ðA3bÞ
where rqc is an expected humidity‐CO2 correlation coeffi-
cient (absolute value near 1.0), x* are the usual scaling
parameters
x* ¼ w′x′=u* ðA4Þ
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and fs (z/L) is the dimensionless function that accounts for
modulation of the scalar standard deviation due to atmo-
spheric stability [Rowe et al., 2011]
f	 z=Lð Þ ¼ 3:2 z=L > 0;
f	 z=Lð Þ ¼ 3:2 1 28z=Lð Þ1=3 z=L <¼ 0; ðA5Þ
where z is the reference height and L is the Obukhov length
scale. The height at which z = −L represents the level at
which the generation of turbulence due to shear equals the
generation of turbulence due to buoyancy. Shear production
dominates below this level and buoyant production dom-
inates above.
[65] This simple set of relations offers a number of pos-
sibilities for application. For example, values of fluxes and
variances can be computed directly from the time series or
estimated from the COAREG model. Expression (A3) and











[66] Prytherch et al. [2010a] initially set w′c′ = 0, used
(A6) to compute m, and iterated between (A1) and (A6) until
convergence. An alternative to the iterative approach that
uses the measured w′, q′, cm′ sample, is to use (A6) with the


























[67] There are two possibilities shown in (A7). The middle
term uses the similarity function for the scalar standard
deviation and is divided by u*
2 and the measured sq
2, while the
last term is restricted to simple bulk variables. The advantage
of the bulk approach is that the results are not subject to
artificial correlation.
[68] The development so far deals with single humidity
cross‐talk correction coefficient applied on a segment of
data (say, 30 min). In principle, the spectral methods can be
used to compute a correction that depends on frequency.
The rationale is that the crosstalk effect involves optical
surface contaminants that react with fluctuations in humidity
and there may be some frequency dependence associated
with the reaction time constants.
[69] The spectral equivalents of (A1) and (A2) are given
by (20) and (21) above. As with the time series approach,
the spectral form of the second term in (21) rewritten here as
 !ð Þ ¼ Cqcm !ð Þ
Sqc !ð Þ 
Cqc !ð Þ
Sqq !ð Þ ¼ ccm !ð Þ  cc !ð Þ ðA8Þ
must be determined to use this approximation. To do this,
the spectral form of the correlation coefficient is used:
Rqc !ð Þ ¼ Cqc !ð Þ*Cqc !ð ÞSqqScc ðA9Þ
[70] Thus, the second term in (A8) can be written
Cqc !ð Þ
Sqq !ð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi









where the final term follows from the assumption that the
variance spectra are similar.
[71] Expression (17) can be written as
c′ ¼ cm′  q′ ðA11Þ
[72] If both sides of this equation are squared, then an
expression relating the variance spectra is given by
Scc !ð Þ ¼ Scmcm !ð Þ   !ð Þ Cqcm !ð Þ þ Cqc !ð Þ
  ðA12Þ
[73] The form of the spectral correlation coefficient is
easily determined from high‐quality fast measurements of
temperature and humidity. An example time series from a
recent field program is shown in Figure A1 where the sea‐
air temperature and humidity differences were large enough
to place the measurements of temperature and humidity
fluctuations well above the instrument noise levels (i.e.,
assuming that the measurements have no artificial cross
talk). The 1 h time series was processed for the variance
spectra and the q‐T cospectrum (Figure A2) and the spectral
correlation coefficient (Figure A3). A simple fit to the cor-
relation in the form










is shown in Figure A3 where A = 5.5, sln = 2.5, urel is the
relative wind speed, and z is the height of the observation. If
the model for RqT given by (A13) is combined with Sqq and
STT (replacing Scc) in (A10), then the second term in (A8) is
reproduced as shown in Figure A4.
[74] Some sample time series obtained from an indepen-
dent deployment during the CalNex experiment are exam-
ined to test the corrections in the spectral domain. One CO2
time series comes from a LI‐7500 that has been washed with
clean, fresh water twice a day. As in the above analysis,
water vapor dilution correction has been made to the time
series using the LI‐7500 fast q values, and the temperature
dilution correction has been made using the fast air tem-
perature derived from the sonic anemometer. The other CO2
time series from a Picarro 2000 system, which has water
vapor removed via Nafion filter. The Picarro was located in
the lab and is sampling through a 75 m tube, which induces
a 21 s delay that has been accounted for in processing.
Examples of processing for m(w) in the spectral domain are
shown in Figure A5. For these two examples m(w) is about 4
over most of the frequency domain. The raw LiCor w‐CO2
cospectrum shows substantial humidity contamination in
Figure A6. However, the corrected cospectrum agrees well
with the Picarro.
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Figure A1. Time series of detrended specific humidity (green) and temperature (blue) at 19 m over the
ocean, 1000 GMT, 23 May 2010, off the coast of Los Angeles, California. The sea‐air temperature
difference is 3.1 C, and the wind speed is 10.4 m s−1.
Figure A2. Variance spectra for humidity (blue line) and temperature (dotted line) and the q‐T cospec-
trum (red dashed line) for the time series shown in Figure A1.
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Figure A3. Spectral correlation coefficient for temperature‐humidity from the 1 h time series in
Figure A1.
Figure A4. The frequency‐dependent real atmospheric correlation factor (second term in (A8)). The
blue line is the direct observation; the dotted red line uses (A13) in (A10).
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Figure A5. Spectral correction factors versus frequency for 23 May at 1300 GMT. The first term in
(A8), mccm, is shown as the blue line; the second term in (A8), mcc, is the dotted blue line; mcc esti-
mated with (A13) is the dotted green line; and m = mccm − mcc is the dashed red line. Note that because the
humidity cross talk is anticorrelated, a negative sign is required with the square root term for mcc.
Figure A6. The w‐c cospectra versus frequency corresponding to Figure A5. The raw LI‐7500 w‐c
cospectrum is in blue, the Picarro 2000 w‐c cospectrum is the dotted blue line, the cospectrum derived
from the c′ = cm′ − mq′ time series is in red, and the corrected spectrum as per (20) is the dashed green line.
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